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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITAT1S CAROLINAE 

22,1 (1981) 

THERE IS NO UNIVERSAL SEPARABLE FRtrCHET OR SEQUENTIAL 
COMPACT SPACE 
A. I. BASHKIROV 

Absjtract: A space X e % is called a universal in a 
class 2V if every space from 3C is a continuous image of X. 
We prove that there is no universal space in the following 
classes of separable spaces: Fr^chet compact, sequential com
pact, spaces of Mrowka, of Isbell and of Franklin. Generali
zations for some uncountable cardinals are given. 

Key words; Fr^chet space, Isbell space, the density, al
most disjoint family. 

Classification: 54A25, 54C05, 54D55, 54D99 

All spaces are assumed Hausdorff and mappings continuous. 

Our terminology follows L 3]. 

A family 3* of spaces is called a universal family for a 

class % if for each space X e 3C there are a space X e & 

and a mapping of X onto Y. 

For any set X we define a family of countable infinite 

subsets of X to be an almost disjoint family (denote by ADF) 

over X iff its elements are pairwise almost disjoint, i.e. the 

intersection of any two of its elements is finite. We shall 

sometimes use the notation ADF(k) when I Xl = k. Every ADF R 

over X determines the so called Mrowka space M(R) in the fol

lowing way E 5J: M(R) is the disjoint union XuR topologized 

as below. Each x e X is declared to be isolated, and a neigh-
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bourhood base at a point 4 V}, VeR, is formed by sets -iVjuVNF, 

where F is a finite sub3et of X. A Mrowka space M(R) is first-

countable, locally countable, locally compact; it is non-com

pact if R is infinite. If R is a maximal ADF then M(R) is cal

led an Isbell space and denoted by I(R), Each I(R) is pseudo-

compact, moreover, M(R) is pseudocompact iff R is maximal T5J. 

The one-point Alexandroff compactification of I(R) is called 

a Franklin space and denoted by F(R). It is sequential non-

Fr£chet compact space [4]. 

In 112] the following proposition was proved. 

Proposition. Let X be a dense subspace of a dense in it

self metrizable space Z. Let V(z) be a fixed sequence of dis

tinct points of X which converges to z, for every z € Z . Then 

R = 4V(z):zcZ| is ADF over X and the one-point compactifica

tion cuM(R) of the Mrowka space M(R) is Fr^chet. 

^o Theorem 1. Let k = exp k. Then there is no universal 

family of the cardinality k of Mrowka spaces of the densi

ty k for the class of compact Fr^chet spaces of the density k. 

Proof. Let Z be a dense in itself metrizable space of 
o>0 

the cardinality k with a dense subspace X of the cardina-

lity k. Let & be a collection of the cardinality k of 

ADF(k)'s. We can realize every R e % as ADF over X. A com

pact Fr£chet space of the density k which is not an image of 

M(R), R e % , will be constructed as CJM(P) for some ADF P 

of convergent in Z sequences of points of X. 

Consider the set of all pairs (R,f), where R €. 3t and 

f is an arbitrary map of X into XUexp k U lu>\ such that 

fXDX. This set is of the cardinality exp k, hence, it can 
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be indexed by ordinals < exp k:i('Rfiifn)ifie exp ki. Applying 

transfinite induction we define transfinite sequences P.cPpC 

c . c P g C ... and i~ :P« -—> exp k, fh e exp k, of ADF's P3 

over X and of imbeddings in such that for each /3 e exp k the 

following conditions are fulfilled: 

1) iP^I ̂  max*k, JfSl? , 

2) every We P« is a convergent in Z sequence, 

3) for each z e Z there is at most one WgRj convergent to z, 

4) i r = i^ I P T for all T ̂  (3 ? 

5) if5(P|3)Df/3(X)nexp k, 

6) a mapping gfi:X—-> a> M(P« ) defined by the following formula 

r £jx if f^xeX u-tc^, 
% x = ) - 1 1 L i« f«x if f^xcexp k 

has no extension ĝ  of M(Ryj) onto a>M(P/3 ) (note that there is 

at most one extension g A ) . 
r 

Suppose that for all '3"<r ft PL, have been constructed. 

Put P« = U-fP~: ̂r -< /3 J and define an imbedding i^ in the na

tural way. It is clear that the conditions 1 ) - 4) for P«' and 

i^ are fulfilled. Since IP^ | ̂-c exp k = I Z| we can choose Z'c Z 

of the cardinality k every point of which is not the limit of 

any sequence W 6 P ^ . Let W(z) be a sequence of points of X con

vergent to z and Q = 4W(z) :z c Z'\. Fix zQe Z and define an im

bedding q:Q —> exp k such that qQn i» P̂ ' = 0, qQu i^ JJ3
#3 f^ X £ 

%qW(z Q). Now put P£ = Pp u Q and i£ | P̂ ' = î ' , i£ I Q = q. Then 

the conditions 1) - 5) for Pi' and i£ are fulfilled. Let g* ; 

:X—> d) M(PH. ) be defined as in 6). If g~ has no extension over 

M(R^) onto o>M(P") we put P« = P" , i~ = i" . Otherwise, there 
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e x i s t s VeRp such that ( f .V)*c W(zQ)* 1 \ Then we take 

w'(zQ) such that (f^V)* 3 (w'(z0)) : k4-(f^V)* . Determing P^ = 

= P^\{W (z 0 ) } U iW#(z0){ and i^ as i? changed at one point 

we see that the cond i t ions 1) - 6) are f u l f i l l e d . 

Put P = IM P*; (3 e exp kj and i:P—-> exp k determined 

by i . (i lP^ s i * ) . Evidently, P i s ADF and i i s a one-to-one 

map onto exp k. We s h a l l prove that for any R e $1 there i s 

no mapping of M(R) onto coM(P). Suppose the opposi te: l e t f 

be a mapping of M(R) onto coM(P) for some R e Jt . Then there 

e x i s t s fi e exp k such that R * R@ and flA = tfi I *f i o f | (X\ A) 

= f0 | ( X \ A ) , where A = fT (X u icoI ) • Then the composition 

of f and the natural project ion of coM(P) onto c^M(P/3) i s an 
ß' 

extension of g^ • Contradiction. 

Iheorem 2. Let k be a cardinal. If there is a cardinal m 

such that m ^ k ^ m = exp m then there is no universal family 
&>0 

of the cardinality k of Isbell spaces of the density £ k for 

the class of Pr^chet compact spaces of the density k. 
\Afg»\ &r#S Yfl Wl 0-*V% 

Proof. We have m ^ k ^ k ^r(exp m) = exp m = m . 
<% 

Let % be a collection of the cardinality k of maximal 

ADF(k) 's over a set X. For every subset Yc X of the cardinali

ty m the closure clj/^\Y is an Isbell space, the set of all 

1) The set X is of a dual character: being a subspace of Z 
it is dense in itself metrizable space and it is a discre
te space considered as a subspace of Mrowka spaces. Here 
we consider the Stone-Cech compactification ($X of X and 
use the standard notation 

A* = cl/3XA\ A whenever AcX. Then M(R) can be expressed 
as the quotient space of X u UR* by collapsing each ele
ment of R* = ̂ .V* :VeRl to a point. 
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isolated points of which coincides with Y. Let us denote by 

T the collection of all such subspaces of all I(R), R & 5t. 

Then | §*\ = k k = exp m, because each I(R) has k such sub-

spaces. From the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that there is 

an ADF(m) PQ over a set 2 disjoint with X such that c*>M(PQ) 

is Frechet and it is not an image of any space of & . Let P. 

be an ADF(k) over X for which oM(P.) is Frechet. Consider an 

ADF(k) P = PQu P| over ZuX. Then <oM(P) is Frechet, too, and 

cl M/pNZ = o>M(P0). We shall prove that it is impossible to 

map I(R), R e. 5t , onto a>M(P). Indeed, let f be a mapping of 

I(R) onto coM(P). The preimage of each isolated point is a d o -

pen set, hence, it has an isolated point. Therefore, we can 

choose a set AcI(R) of the cardinality m of isolated points 

the image of which is equal to Z. But f (cl-r/nvA) is a subspa-

ce pseudocompact and dense in coM(P ), hence, f(cl-r (t>yk) = 

= a>M(PQ). Contradiction. 

The following theorem is a generalization of an analogous 

result concerning continuous images of separable Isbell spaces 

LIT. The proof is the same. 

theorem 3. A space X is an image of an Isbell space of 

the density k if and only if X has a sequentially dense and 

sequentially compact in X subset of the cardinality ^ k, i.e. 

X has a subset Z with the following properties: 

0) Ui^k, 

1) every sequence of points of Z has a convergent subsequence, 

2) every point of X is the limit of a sequence of points cf Z. 

Evidently, every Frechet compact space of the density ,£ k 

has such properties. Hence, we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4. Let m^k^m = exp m for some m. There i s no 
6)0 

universal family of the cardinality k in the following sub

classes of the class of all spaces of the density <£ k: 

(i) of Isbell spaces, 

(ii) of Fr^chet compact spaces. 
<u0 

Theorem 5. Let k -= exp k. Then there is no universal 

family of the cardinality exp k of Isbell spaces of the densi

ty k for the class of Franklin spaces of the density k. 

Proof. Let & be a family of the cardinality ^exp k of 

maximal ADF(k) 's such that 4l(R):R & # $ is a universal fami

ly for the class of all Franklin spaces of the density k. Let 

f be a mapping of I(R) onto F(P). We can choose a subset A of 

isolated points of I(R) such that f(A) is the set of all iso

lated points of F(P) and ffA is an injection. Then clj(mA i« 

an Isbell space and f^c--j(^)A) s H P ) . Hence, the family of all 

such subspaces {clj/-j\A:R e $L\ is of the cardinality exp k * 

* k and it is universal in the class of Isbell spaces. Con

tradiction with Theorem 4. 

&b Theorem 6. Let exp k = k • Then there is no universal 

family of the cardinality exp k in the following subclasses of 

the class of all spaces of the density ^ k : 

(i) of Mrowka spaces, 

(ii) of Franklin spaces, 

(iii) of sequential compact spacee. 

Proof, (i) it follows from Theorems 1 and 3. 

(ii) Note that every Isbell space is homeomorphic to the 

discrete union of itself and a one-point space. Hence, I(R) can 
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be mapped onto F(R) (if the adjoint point is mapped onto the 

point at infinity). Therefore, (ii) follows from Theorem 5. 

(iii) Let Z be a sequential compact space with an eve

rywhere dense subspace X of the cardinality k. Then we cam con

struct (as in Theorem 3) a mapping of some Isbell space of the 

density k onto the set of limit points of sequences in X. Sup

pose that there is an universal family of the cardinality exp k 

in the class of all sequential compact spaces of the density 

k. For each space of this family' choose I(R) as above. Let us 

recall that Franklin spaces are sequential and compact. Hence, 

we have a family of the cardinality exp k of Isbell spaces of 

the density ^k which can be mapped onto everywhere dense sub-

spaces of each Franklin space of the density k. But any such 

image is pseudocompact, therefore it is either the whole Frank

lin s^ace, or the corresponding Isbell space. In (ii) we have 

noted that I(R) can be mapped onto F(R). Hence, this family of 

Isbell spaces is universal for the class of all Franklin spaces 

of the density ^ k. This contradicts Theorem 5. 

Remark. Since d>Q = exp o>_, Theorems 1, 5 and 6 for a 

countable case and Theorems 2 and 4 for cardinals not greater 

than c are valid without additional set-theoretical assumptions. 

Question. Are these theorems valid for all cardinals? 

Since the cardinality of every sequential space of the den-

sity k is not greater than k , we see that for cardinals k = k 

there exists a universal Mrowka space of the density k for the 

class of all sequential spaces of the density k. It is clear 

that any Mrowka space which has clopen discrete subspace of the 

cardinality k is a universal space for the clas of all spaces 
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of the cardinality -£ k. Hence, under GCH Theorem 1 and Iheo-

rem 6 (i) are true only for cardinals k such that exp k = k . 
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